CANNABIS

Hindu Kush
Editorial by Jamie Toth
The Hindu Kush from 54 Green Acres Farm is a potent indica
dominant hybrid; the dried flower has a pale green hue with
copper-colored hairs, and it smells of pine sap and golden
peppercorns. The densely packed bud is soggy with
trichomes and mucks up in our grinder, which
is the sign of a flower with strong sedative
effects. This strain does not disappoint,
which is why we’ve been cultivating
Hindu Kush at 54 Green Acres since
they first since 2016.

25.40% THC, this Hindu Kush sits heavy onto the eyelids while
propping up a wry grin on the face. Its effects are immediate and
stony, making it difficult to think clearly. Thoughts are slowed and
short term memory is greatly disabled. Hindu Kush is
great for a weekend or for winding down after
a stressful day. It doesn’t take long for the
effects to take hold: a dazzling physical
sensation distracts any attempt at
focusing on much of anything. The
relaxing, sedative effects come with
a bit of an increased appetite.

When you dry herb vaporize
Hindu Kush, even in the lower
temperatures (up to 388 or
so), the vaporizer brings out
a smooth sandalwood and
jasmine taste. There are some
faint suggestions of pine and
roses, with no harsh or oily
aftertaste. Above 390, Hindu Kush
transforms into a stickier vapor that
coats the mouthpiece with a silky
incense of mango and green tea.
Above 420°F, the smoldering trichomes
start to take over and mellow sandalwood
darkens into a rich hickory taste. The slick vapor
becomes more intense and tactile. Heating at
this temperature soon brings a smokiness to the
vapor, which can be pleasant for those who like
heavier hits but could be overbearing for some.
If coughing or breathing issues are a problem, I
would recommend keeping Hindu Kush at lower
temperatures for longer sessions.
However, for those looking for a rich, flavorful smoke to pack
into a water pipe or a ‘jazz cigarette’, Hindu Kush is strongly
recommended. Hindu Kush’s luxurious, satisfying smoke is
reminiscent of fine tobacco and brown liquor, the perfect smoke
to pacify the worried soul.
The most distinctive characteristic of this strain is its potency. At

We’ve been cultivating Hindu
Kush at 54 Green Acres since
2016. We have a commitment at
54 Green Acres to growing all of
our crops organically and have
been a Certified Kind grower
for 5 years. This certification
demonstrates
our
ongoing
commitment to organic, living soil
practices that examine not only our
growing methods but our supply chain
as well. Certified Kind farms are Kind to
Earth and Kind to Life.
We’re so delighted with our phenotype of
Hindu Kush that she is one of the three strains
featured in our special 54honey offering.
Our 54honey pairs our raw blackberry honey
with terpenes and distillate from a strain. We
have three different strains featured, and their
terpenes and distillate mix with the honey to
create complex flavors and a mind-body buzz
that is similar to that of our flower.
All of our cannabis is sungrown on our Southern Oregon organic
farm. It’s watered from Sucker Creek, a tributary of the Illinois
River. The property has had water rights attached since 1882.
In addition to watering our fine cannabis, the creek also helps
sustain the humans, rabbits, apples, lettuce, and other crops at
here 54 Green Acres.

Check us out on instagram to see
our latest photos and videos
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